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Abstract

This paper provides a corpus-linguistic, usage-based approach to the acqui-

sition of be-going-to-V and be-gonna-V. Based on longitudinal data from

two American children, it is argued that the constructions develop on the

basis of several low-level chunks of varying degrees of morphosyntactic

complexity. I propose an empirical way of grouping these chunks according

to their structural and developmental properties, which allows us to trace

how constructional networks emerge, expand and change in early child-

hood. In addition, this method reveals insights into the way the historically

transmitted layering of the constructions is accessed in language acquisi-

tion. In particular, I uncover and account for apparent ‘grammaticalization

e¤ects’ in child speech, and discuss the relationship between acquisition and

change in the cognitive-functional paradigm.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Aim and scope of the paper

Over the last decades, cognitive linguistics has established itself as a

powerful framework for the synchronic analysis of grammatical structure

and representation. In the form of the ‘usage-based model’ (Langacker

1987), it has also become a major paradigm for the study of language ac-
quisition and change. The present paper aims to contribute to the recent

fruitful dialogue between cognitive-linguistic and developmental research

by investigating the acquisition of the closely related going-to-V and

gonna-V constructions. These two grammatical patterns are particu-

larly well-studied in the cognitive-functional paradigm and thus pro-

vide an ideal testing ground for usage-based hypotheses of language

development.

More specifically, going-to-V and gonna-V have attracted many cogni-
tive linguists’ attention because of the psychological processes involved in

their historical evolution.1 As is well known, the pattern started out as a

biclausal structure involving the matrix verb go and a non-finite purpose

clause, which became reanalysed as a monoclausal auxiliary-verb con-

struction with future time reference. Thus I am going [to get some wine]

was reconceived as I [am going to] get some wine. Crucially, this construc-

tional shift involves a host of cognitive-functional operations in actual

language use.
To start with, the semantic shift was enabled by the intrinsic future-ori-

entation of purposeful action, which easily gives rise to a pragmatic (i.e.,

metonymic) inference from purpose to futurity. However, as Fischer

(2007: 124) points out, the reanalysis also involves a formal change, and

this is made possible by the prior existence of similar [Aux-V ] construc-

tions with a bare infinitive. Therefore, a critical prerequisite for the rise

of the grammaticalized going-to-V pattern is the perception of a formal

analogy. Analogical perception then continues to be at work in the con-
solidation of be-going-to-V as an auxiliary-verb complex. In this process,

the motion component is eventually ‘hyperanalyzed out’ (Croft 2000)

when the construction gradually di¤uses through the lexical inventory of

the language. Put di¤erently, the pattern is analogically extended to non-

motion and finally also to non-intentional contexts, as in The bridge is go-

1. More accurately, psychological processes underlie the crucial first step in historical

change, i.e., linguistic innovations that originate with individual speakers, and the suc-

cessful propagation of a change through the linguistic system. The spread of a new vari-

ant through the speech community, i.e., the observable large-scale e¤ect of a diachronic

change, is driven by social rather than cognitive-functional factors (cf. Croft 2000: 4f.).
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ing to collapse. This process has also been referred to as ‘rule generaliza-

tion’ or ‘semantic bleaching’.

Finally, the generalization of the construction ensures its highly fre-

quent use in communication. The cognitive e¤ects of repetition on the

shape and representation of grammatical constructions have been studied

intensively (cf. Bybee 2006 for an overview). They chiefly involve auto-

mation and routinization (Bybee 2003; Haiman 1994), and in this case,
they led to the morphophonological coalescence and erosion of going-to

to gonna (Lehmann 1995).

In sum, the grammaticalization of be-going-to-V is fundamentally

grounded in the cognitive construal and negotiation of form-meaning re-

lationships in language use. It remains to be seen how these are negoti-

ated in adult-child interactions, given that ‘‘the various stages of gramma-

ticalization of be going (to . . . ) coexist in Modern English’’ (Hopper and

Traugott 2003: 3). It is notoriously di‰cult to determine how exactly
these layers are represented in the minds of individual speakers (i.e., one

versus several distinct constructions), but it is clear that children will need

to develop an understanding of the formal and functional array that this

interesting pattern exhibits in present-day English.

The usage-based model makes a number of principled predictions for

how such grammatical constructions are acquired. In this paper, we will

explore two aspects of the developmental trajectory of going-to-V and

gonna-V that relate to these predictions. In §2.1, we will investigate the
hypothesis that the acquisition of morphosyntactic complexity proceeds,

not in an ‘all-or-nothing’ rule-based fashion, but in a piecemeal, ‘mosaic’

pattern. It will be argued that the grammatical components of the con-

structions, such as the inflected form of be and the particle to, develop dif-

ferentially in several constructional environments. It will be shown that

even at advanced stages of development, the application of grammatical

‘rules’ is far from consistent but rather item-specific. In §2.2, we will at-

tempt to extract these items based on statistically significant co-occur-
rences of morphosyntactic and semantic features, and to arrange them in

a representation not unlike the network structures posited in usage-based

Construction Grammar (henceforth CG; cf. Goldberg 2003). §3 will look

at the interplay of the various historical layers of the construction in on-

togenetic development. Given that the usage-based model draws on a uni-

fied set of concepts to account for both acquisition and change, we will

ask for commonalities between the two types of grammatical evolution.

To what extent do children ‘reproduce’ diachronic processes? And if so,
how can we account for such e¤ects?

Across all analyses, due attention will be paid to yet another impor-

tant prediction of the usage-based model, i.e., the existence of profound
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inter-individual di¤erences in language learning (cf. Richards 1990).

While generative approaches still emphasize the ‘striking’ similarities in

children’s development of grammatical competence, invoking them in

support of UG (cf. Dąbrowska 2004 for a critical discussion), the usage-

based model would actually predict heterogeneous pathways of develop-

ment, depending on individual communicative preferences and the nature

of the input.
The methodological approach taken to these questions is that of quan-

titative corpus linguistics. Contemporary corpus-based research, with its

emphasis on rigorous statistical evaluation (cf. Gries 2006), is well-suited

to empirically support a theoretical approach in which frequency distribu-

tions of grammatical forms play a central role. Therefore, a major focus

of the present paper will lie in the application of recent statistical tech-

niques to developmental corpus data. The following section will provide

a more detailed description of the database and its coding.

1.2. Sampling and coding of the data

The study is based on observational data from two monolingual Ameri-

can children in the Childes archive. I selected Adam and Sarah from the

Brown corpus because they were recorded for an exceptionally long and

comparable period (Brown 1973). Four corpora, for each child and its re-

spective input, were compiled by retrieving all instances of the going-to-V

and gonna-V construction(s). Retrieval was based on a manual scanning

of all transcripts, so that all occurrences could be analysed within their

respective discourse context. I discarded all direct imitations and self-

repetitions, but counted persistent uses of the constructions across succes-

sive discourse turns if they included novel features, i.e., a di¤erent main

verb, no to although it was present in the previous turn etc. In collecting

the data, I had to fully rely on the established transcription in the Childes

database. I realize that it may have been problematic for the original re-
corders to reliably distinguish between, say, goin(g) and go and, but this

an inherent risk of many corpus-based enterprises dealing with spontane-

ous spoken language. On the basis of all these criteria, I arrived at the da-

tabase summarized in Table 1.

The data were then coded for a number of morphosyntactic, semantic

and discourse context-related variables. Grammatical features comprise

the subject, the presence and—where applicable—the contraction of a

form of be, the specific form of go (ranging from go(n) over goin(g) to
gonna), the presence of to, the larger constructional context or sentence

type (distinguishing simple declarative, interrogative and imperative as

well as subordinate clauses), and the main verb. From the discourse con-
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text, I determined whether the use of the construction was self-initiated by

the respective speaker (as opposed to being used in a reaction to the inter-

locutor’s previous use of it). Additionally, I ascertained whether the con-

struction was used in a situational context of motion, so as to distinguish
literal motion-cum-purpose going-to-V clauses from their grammatical-

ized (‘bleached’) counterparts. The former were coded as ‘ambiguous’,

the latter as ‘auxiliaries’. It is, of course, a di‰cult task to decide faith-

fully in each case simply on the basis of text sources. In many cases, how-

ever, the ‘action’ tier in the Childes archive provided valuable clues, and

the main verb also helped to clearly identify non-literal cases.

To ensure reliability of coding, a subset of the database comprising 400

randomly selected utterances was double-checked, achieving an inter-
coder reliability score of 98.3 percent. We can now proceed to the quali-

tative and quantitative analysis of the database from a usage-based

perspective.

2. ‘Mosaic’ development of grammatical representations

A number of recent studies have provided detailed evidence that the for-

malist assumption of ‘across-the-board’ acquisition of grammatical rules
(cf. Chomsky 1999) is problematic (e.g., Kuczaj and Maratsos 1983;

Rowland 2007). An alternative account holds that children develop low-

level schemas in which specific lexical and grammatical material is as-

sembled (e.g., Where’s Mummy?), and only gradually categorize similar

form-meaning pairings into a more general constructional representation

(e.g., wh-questions with inversion, or a syntactic category aux). Crucially,

Table 1. Overview of the database2

Age range Token frequencies of the construction

going-to-V gonna-V Total

Adam (child)
2;3.04–5;2.12

898 628 1,526

Adam (input) 389 15 404

Sarah (child)
2;6.20–5;1.06

254 190 444

Sarah (input) 362 561 923

Total 1,903 1,394 3,297

2. Note that the di¤erent corpus sizes are not hazardous since all analyses were performed

separately for each subcorpus, and the statistical tests are designed in such a way that

they take corpus sizes into account.
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this often involves the di¤erential production of grammatical forms: At a

given time, only a few auxiliaries may be found to occur in progressive

constructions, undergo inversion, or appear in negative tag questions;

the general ‘rule’ only emerges after a good amount of exposure to the

wide range of auxiliaries in each of these constructions.

In a pilot study to this paper (Schmidtke 2007), I suggested that the

grammatical components of the going-to-V and gonna-V constructions
also undergo such piecemeal development. Qualitative evidence for this

hypothesis comes from radically di¤ering instantiations of the construc-

tions at roughly the same age:

(1) *CHI: gon fall. (Adam 3;10.15)

(2) *CHI: Are they going to get in there? (Adam 3;11.01)

The question is, of course, how robust such di¤erences turn out to be

from a quantitative perspective on the database, and what mechanisms
can be held responsible for their occurrence.

2.1. Evidence and accounts of mosaic production

One possibility is that the larger constructional context (i.e., sentence

type) determines the degree of morphosyntactic complexity in such a

way that simple declaratives typically come without the obligatory gram-

matical components, while more complex constructions, especially ques-

tions and embedded sentences, favour their overt presence. A relatively

straightforward procedure to test this claim would be to assign each in-

stance of going-to and gonna a degree of morphosyntactic complexity:

‘full’ instantiations of going-to-V phrases, for instance, show an overt
form of be and an overt to, while ‘semi’-reduced tokens lack one of the

two features and ‘reduced’ ones lack both. When we cross-tabulate this

degree of complexity with the variable ‘sentence type’, we should be able

to assess their statistical association.

With regard to Adam’s production (n ¼ 1,526), a global test for full

versus reduced syntax in declarative versus non-declarative clauses yields

significant results, indeed (w2 ¼ 7.629, df ¼ 1, p < 0.01)3, as does a more

fine-grained test that distinguishes three levels of complexity (‘full, semi,
reduced’) and all four sentence types (w2 ¼ 42.77, df ¼ 6, p < 0.001).

This analysis is, however, not particularly satisfying, for two reasons.

First and more importantly, it achieves only very low e¤ect sizes

(j ¼ 0.071 and Cramer’s V ¼ 0.118, respectively), suggesting that the as-

3. All statistical analyses computed for this paper were carried out in the open-source soft-

ware R, version 2.6.1 (R Development Core Team 2007).
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sociation may have reached the significance criterion only due to the com-

paratively large corpus size. Second, although we find strikingly similar

examples in Sarah’s speech (n ¼ 444), the tests performed on her data do

not yield any significant results.

Therefore, morphosyntactic reduction may not be accurately captured

as a function of sentence types at large. An alternative that ties in nicely

with many versions of CG is to conceive of the [subj be going to v] con-
struction as itself being composed of multiple subconstructions or chunks

that language learners gradually blend together in what is called ‘sym-

bolic integration’ (Langacker 1987). On this ‘cut-and-paste’ account

(Tomasello 2003: 305), a possible scenario is that the production of in-

flected be develops within the Progressive [subj be going] chunk, while

the insertion of to may follow its own particular route of integration into

this construction. Since to-omission is being studied intensively in a cur-

rent research project (cf. Kirjavainen et al. forthcoming), we will focus
on the former aspect here.

Theakston and her co-authors (2005) proposed that the development of

auxiliary forms is contingent on the subject of the construction in so far

as children seem to ‘‘acquire specific subject þ auxiliary combinations’’

(255) as fully or partially lexicalized units. Especially those combinations

that are modelled frequently in the ambient language quickly become

routinized units in the children’s production, whereas less frequently oc-

curring subjects and subject-auxiliary combinations in the input lead to a
more di¤erential provision of the auxiliary in the children’s speech.4 In

more statistical terms, this account predicts that in the children’s data,

the provision of the auxiliary in the going-to-V and gonna-V constructions

is significantly biased towards particular kinds of subjects. In order to test

this claim, I categorized the subjects in the corpora into similar sets as

those used by Theakston et al. (2005): pronominal I, you, (s)he, it, we,

they, proper names and all lexical NP subjects (including indefinite pro-

nouns). An additional category is formed by null-instantiated (i.e., omit-
ted) subjects (h).

Starting with Adam’s corpus, a Chi-squared test reveals indeed a highly

significant skewing in the distribution of be-provision across di¤erent sub-

jects, this time also achieving a more respectable e¤ect size (w2 ¼ 330,

df ¼ 9, p < 0.001, j ¼ 0.465). Graphic tools such as extended mosaic

4. Theakston et al. (2005: 269) acknowledge that input frequencies alone cannot fully ac-

count for the data, especially with regard to the pronominal subjects I and you. But the

analyses demonstrate that they seem to play a major role in determining the develop-

ment of auxiliary provision.
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plots (Friendly 1994) allow for a closer inspection of how the individual

cells of our contingency table contribute to this overall skewing. Figure 1

shows, on the horizontal dimension, the proportions to which each sub-

ject type is prone to either auxiliary omission (left rectangles) or auxiliary

provision (right rectangles). On the vertical dimension, the width of the

rectangles reflects the total frequency of each subject type in the corpus.

Importantly, the shading of the boxes indicates how dramatically the ob-

served frequency of a particular subject-auxiliary association deviates
from its expected frequency in the sample. The higher the di¤erence (i.e.,

the absolute value of the Pearson residual), the darker the shading in the

mosaic plot. We can see that the most significant deviations, i.e., the

darkest areas, are found with null-instantiated subjects (be-omission) and

it (be-provision), followed by we, you and they on the omission side, and

he and NP subjects on the insertion side.

Since auxiliary omission is ungrammatical in adult language, we would

not expect to find a similarly uneven distribution in Adam’s input data.
Indeed, the test yields a significant result only because Adam’s caregivers

consistently drop the form of be when they also drop the subject:

Figure 1. Mosaic plot of Adam’s di¤erential be-insertion
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(3) *MOT: going to give it to Robin? (Adam 3;0.11)

Such deprived productions typically occur in response to an equally re-
duced construction in Adam’s speech. If these idiosyncratic cases are fac-

tored out, the result is far from skewed (w2 ¼ 3.579, df ¼ 8, p ¼ 0.893).

Therefore, Adam’s morphosyntactic production is significantly di¤erent

from that in his ambient language, and the pronounced skewings in his

data reflect specific subject-auxiliary associations rather than a single pat-

tern or rule of auxiliary provision.

For Sarah, the overall association of subject type and be-insertion is

also highly significant (w2 ¼ 71, df ¼ 9, p < 0.001, j ¼ 0.4), with strongly
positive residuals for it and NPs contributing firmly to the skewing (Fig-

ure 2).

Even more pronounced is the association of subject drop (i.e., null-

instantiated subjects) and be-omission, just as in Adam’s case. This last

pattern is again also mirrored in the input, but in contrast to Adam, Sar-

ah’s caregivers also show a tendency for be-omission with second-person

subjects (e.g., you going), which introduces a significant skewing to the in-

put data (w2 ¼ 87, df ¼ 8, p < 0.001, j ¼ 0.313). The ratio of be-omission

in you-contexts is actually quite similar across input and output (129:362

Figure 2. Mosaic plot of Sarah’s di¤erential be-insertion
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for caregivers, 9:20 for Sarah, w2 ¼ 0.12, df ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.728). Therefore,

Sarah’s morphosyntactic production, while still showing a pronounced

it/NP þ auxiliary association, more closely corresponds to the ambient

language.

In addition to these significant findings across the entirety of each cor-

pus, a convincing argument for mosaic development could be made if it

were demonstrated that some of the reduced forms outlast the stage at
which most of the [subj be going to/gonna v] tokens are fully instantiated.

Most recent corpus linguistic research has provided a method for tackling

such questions, namely in the form of dispersion measures (Gries 2008a).

In Adam’s data, we find indeed that some of the reduced chunks are of

particular longevity and not limited to specific parts of the corpus, i.e.,

particular ages. For example, the reduced I going/gonna and you going/

gonna chunks persist all the way up to 4;10.02 and 5;2.12, respectively,

and although some stages do contribute more than others to the overall
frequency of these combinations, the distribution is relatively even across

the corpus and conforms to the frequencies one would expect given the

respective file sizes. This is reflected in statistical measures of dispersion,

e.g., for you going/gonna (Juilland et al. 1970) Dadj ¼ 0.82, Gries’

(2008a) DP ¼ 0.36)5. Conversely, when the construction features it as its

subject, it is accompanied by is from the earliest occurrence onwards at

2;10.30 (file 17/55), with a similarly homogeneous dispersion across the

corpus (Dadj ¼ 0.85, DP ¼ 0.30).

5. The dispersion measures were computed by using Gries’ (2008a) dispersions2 algorithm

in R, which is made available at 3http://www.linguistics.ucsb.edu/faculty/stgries/re-

search/dispersion/links.html4. The calculation proceeds from all instances of the form

we are interested in and the subparts (i.e., files) of the corpus in which they appear. In

the present analyses, the corpus files correspond to the Childes files (e.g., Adam01-55),

which reflect successive stages of age from 2;3–5;2. Since the corpus files are of unequal

size, the adjusted version of Juilland et al.’s D was chosen. Its values technically range

from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating a rather even distribution. (For a standard of

comparison, consider, for example, that a very common and general lexical item such as

lively scored a D of 0.92 in Leech et al.’s (2001) corpus study, while a much more spe-

cialized lexeme such as HIV ranks significantly lower (D ¼ 0.56) because it is dispersed

across far fewer files in the corpus.) Gries’ DP (deviation of proportions) is somewhat

more robust and based on a comparison of expected and observed relative frequencies

across di¤erent corpus parts. In contrast to Dadj , it is lower values of DP that indicate

a rather even (in the sense of ‘expected in view of the sizes of each subpart of the cor-

pus’) distribution. For example, Gries (2008a) reports a DP ¼ 0.223 for the auxiliary

are in the BNC to be an indicator of even/widespread dispersion, while the

DP ¼ 0.989 for the highly specific lexeme scallop reflects its extreme underdispersion in

the corpus.
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In Sarah’s data, we find comparable tendencies: while individual

I-subjects appear without am up to 5;1.06 (file 139/139, Dadj ¼ 0.87,

DP ¼ 0.49), it-subjects appear consistently with is from 3;5.20 (file 63/

139) onwards, albeit with a heterogeneous dispersion across the relevant

files (Dadj ¼ 0.71, DP ¼ 0.74).

Taken together, the data in this section appear to provide empirical

evidence for relatively conservative learning which is not based on the
consistent application of morphosyntactic rules, but rather on the persis-

tent production of specific chunks. If this holds true at the level of a con-

structional subpart of be-going-to-V and be-gonna-V, it would not be sur-

prising if the development of the construction(s) as a whole were also

based on the gradual generalization over lower-level chunks. We will

now proceed to a statistical method that proves able to extract these de-

velopmentally relevant chunks from the dataset.

2.2. Determining statistically significant production types

The aim of this section is to introduce a multivariate statistical applica-

tion that allows us to determine in a more principled way which low-level
chunks of going-to-V/gonna-V occur with significantly more than chance

frequency in children’s production and hence may be taken to be the most

entrenched exemplars that are, ultimately, integrated into one or more

fully schematic constructional schemas (cf. Abbot-Smith and Tomasello

2006). Since each of those low-level chunks is characterized by a specific

combination of several structural features, we need to extend our previous

Chi-squared analysis to a truly multivariate dataset, i.e., one that exceeds

the common two-dimensional design. A well-suited method for this prob-
lem is exploratory Configurational Frequency Analysis (CFA; von Eye

1990). In this case, it is applied to all going-to-V and gonna-V instances

in each child’s corpus, assessing simultaneously6 the statistical indepen-

dence of the following variables of the pattern:

– subject choice (a factor distinguishing all ten subject types from above)

– presence and contraction of the auxiliary be (a factor with three levels:

no auxiliary, contracted, full form)

– the specific form of go (a factor distinguishing four phonetic realiza-

tions: go, gon, going, gonna)

6. Since in this paper, CFA is applied exploratively, the null hypothesis is that of complete

independence of all variables. As we are interested in extracting significant exemplars of

the constructions in their entirety, no variables were excluded (as would be the case in

hierarchical CFAs).
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– provision of to (a factor with three levels: presence, absence, and non-

applicability (in gonna-clauses))

– sentence type (a factor distinguishing declarative, interrogative, imper-

ative, and subordinate clauses)

– constructional meaning (a factor distinguishing ambiguous/motion

from grammaticalized auxiliary function).

The computation was performed by the hcfa( ) function in R, kindly pro-

vided by Stefan Th. Gries (cf. also Gries 2008b). Due to space limitations,

we will illustrate and discuss its results for Adam’s data only, but con-

clude with a brief outlook on Sarah’s corpus.

2.2.1. Methodological procedure. The CFA essentially computes all

possible combinations of our factor levels and, just like a Chi-squared

analysis, compares the observed and expected frequency of each of those

combinations in our corpus. The di¤erence is evaluated by a Chi-square

statistic, and the associated p-value is adjusted to the fact that multiple

comparisons are made on the same cells. Table 2 provides a brief excerpt

from the output of the CFA containing those measures:

Each row in this table represents one particular combination of the varia-

bles in columns 1–6. We can then glean the observed and expected fre-

quencies of this combination, its Chi-squared and p-value and an indica-

tion of its significance level (e.g., *** p < 0.001). The final column of the

table lists the e¤ect size for each combination, which is called the coe‰-

cient of pronouncedness (Q) in CFA. Textbooks often remain fairly reti-

cent as far as the interpretation of Q is concerned, which is particularly
unfortunate given that its values are commonly far lower than compara-

ble e¤ect size measures in Chi-squared and related analyses. However, we

will try to flesh out this measure in a more meaningful way below. The

final information that the table provides us with is whether each combina-

Table 2. Excerpt from the CFA output

Subj Con-

tract

Form

of go

to Sent.

type

Sem Freq Exp Cont.

chisq

Obs-

exp

P.adj.Holm Dec Q

I n.a. going no decl aux 295 88,1091 485,805 > 1,72E-70 *** 0,144

I yes gonna to decl aux 0 14,3852 14,3852 < 0,00150643 ** 0,01

they n.a. going to decl aux 13 2,7266 38,7086 > 0,01647634 * 0,007

Ø n.a. going n.a. decl aux 0 10,8076 10,8076 < 0,05534763 ms 0,007

we n.a. gonna n.a. quest aux 6 0,8717 30,1703 > 0,81460591 ns 0,003

NP no gonna n.a. quest aux 3 0,1254 65,8957 > 0,84359726 ns 0,002
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tion is significantly more or less frequent than expected under the null hy-

pothesis of independence. Rows marked ‘>’ exceed their expected fre-

quency and are called ‘types’; rows with an ‘<’ are called ‘antitypes’. For

this paper, we are interested only in ‘types’ since these are taken to reflect

particularly entrenched or routinized chunks of language. In the case of

Adam’s going-to and gonna constructions, the computation yielded 28

significant types, two of which were subsequently discarded because they
occurred with a negligible token frequency (n < 5).

Crucially, each of the remaining 26 types does not only have particular

structural properties, but also developmental characteristics, i.e., a certain

distributional profile across the corpus. Two types of information about

this profile are particularly important for our analysis. Firstly, I identified

the age range for every type, excluding earliest outliers, and transformed

it into a numerical value; this piece of information basically indicates how

persistent or how short-lived a certain type is. In addition, it also of
course indicates the age of emergence of each type in the data. From

manual inspection of the transcripts and the corpus data, there appeared

to be a qualitative breaking point at around 3;0 years of age, in the sense

that quite a few going-to types were robustly used before 3;0, while others

(notably more complex ones) only began to appear well after 3;0. To cap-

ture some of this developmental dimension, we will introduce a categori-

cal distinction between ‘early’ types, i.e., those in place before 3;0, and

‘emergent types’ after 3;0.7

Secondly, I considered the overall token frequency of each type since

some of the chunks occur over quite a long period of time, but with a

very low frequency (and vice versa). If we combine range of occurrence

and token frequency by multiplication, their mathematical product

should give us an indication of how ‘prominently’ represented a type is

in our corpus: The most prominent types are persistently frequent, where-

as less prominent ones might be frequent but short-lived, or infrequent

throughout. Interestingly, if we calculate this product for each and every
type, we end up with values that correspond almost perfectly to the coef-

ficient of pronouncedness Q in the output of the CFA (Pearson’s r ¼ 0.99,

p < 0.001). This suggests that Q can be interpreted more meaningfully as

reflecting the degree of entrenchment of a particular type. The theoretical

7. Needless to say, this is an arbitrary cut-o¤ point, and it would be much more desirable

to capture qualitative changes in the database with an objective bottom-up measure.

The recently-established method of ‘variability-based neighbour clustering’ (cf. Gries

and Stoll forthcoming) is available for clustering Childes files, for example, on the basis

of MLU scores. Its application to multivariate data has not been tested so far and would

require a much larger database than the present one (Stefan Th. Gries, p.c.).
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premise here is, of course, that frequent persistent production reflects the

facile activation of a linguistic pattern, which in turn is a function of its

cognitive entrenchment (cf. also Wiechmann 2008 in relation to CFA).

To sum up thus far, we have extracted from Adam’s corpus 26 signifi-

cant production types of going-to-V and gonna-V, each of which has their

own structural and semantic properties (cf. our six variables), and certain

developmental characteristics, i.e., a time of emergence (cf. the two-way
early/emergent distinction) and a degree of entrenchment or prominence

in the corpus, expressed numerically by Q. We now need to present the

types in an interpretable way. In many versions of CG, formally and

functionally related constructions (of whatever degree of abstraction) are

thought to be organized in a structured inventory or network (e.g., Croft

2001: 25). In language acquisition, then, such networks are argued to be

built up from generalizations across concrete, similar exemplars of con-

structions. Exemplars are first organized in a more general way when
they come to consist of a recurrent pivotal element, e.g., a lexicalized

chunk such as those extracted by the CFA, and a more variable slot,

e.g., the main verb of the going-to/gonna construction. These chunks, in

turn, are grouped according to formal and functional similarities, and

may form a cluster or branch in the growing constructional network. In

the following, we will thus try to represent the 26 CFA-output types in a

network-like display that reflects their structural similarities and at the

same time captures developmental information. After all, some of the
chunks extracted are very short-lived and can thus only be ‘interim

branches’, as it were, of the overall network.

A useful multivariate method for grouping units according to their

properties is the family of clustering methods (cf. Baayen 2008: ch. 5.1).

For this procedure, we need to think of our production types as vectors

that are characterized along the six structural variables used in the CFA

and along the two developmental parameters (Q, ‘early’ versus ‘emergent’

type), i.e., as vectors in eight-dimensional space. It then becomes possible
to calculate the relative similarity of all vectors to one another by apply-

ing an appropriate (dis)similarity measure like Kendall’s t, and to display

them as clusters of similar vectors by choosing an appropriate linking

procedure. The so-called ‘neighbour-joining algorithm’ (cf. Saitou and

Nei 1987) allows producing an unrooted, network-like cluster solution,

which is shown in Figure 3.8

8. The clustering procedure forces us to think of our vectors in spatial terms: their relative

(dis)similarity is captured as a spatial distance between them. However, since we are

not interested in their absolute distance, but rather in di¤erences in their slope, i.e., the
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2.2.2. Discussion. From a bird’s-eye view, this network displays signif-

icant types of the going-to-V/gonna-V patterns in Adam’s production. It

is plausible to assume that these represent the first low-level abstraction

across concrete exemplars of the respective constructions and, therefore,

an intermediate stage on the way to developing a schematic and fully pro-

ductive pattern of each construction. Along structural lines, the cluster

solution captures our previous findings: the strongest bifurcation in the

tree splits reduced Ø- and I-subject chunks to the upper right from chiefly
third-person chunks with full-fledged morphosyntax to the lower left.

This fundamental two-way split of the clustering solution does, however,

vector’s curvature created by di¤erent values on each of our eight variables, a correla-

tional measure was preferred over an actual distance measure. Furthermore, since our

data are largely non-parametric, Kendall’s t is a suitable dissimilarity measure here. In

order to calculate the distance matrix, factor levels were transformed into sensible nu-

merical values (e.g., contraction: ‘n.a.’ ¼ no auxiliary ¼ 0, ‘yes’ ¼ 0.5, ‘no’ (full

form) ¼ 1). Finally, all values v of each of the eight characterizing parameters P were

normalized so that the P with the wider range of values does not end up dominating

the results of the clustering computation. Normalization was achieved by calculating,

for each v, v-min(P)/max(P)-min(P) (cf. Cysouw 2007: 71). The neighbour-joining al-

gorithm is implemented in the ape package in R (Paradis 2006) and produces a cluster-

ing solution comparable to single- (i.e., nearest-neighbour) linkage in the canonical

hclust function.

Figure 3. Unrooted arrangement of Adam’s production types (clustered according to both

structural and developmental properties)
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also reflect the temporal information that entered the algorithm: as we

will see, it essentially severs the earliest types from the ones emerging later

(i.e., around or after 3;0). We will thus start the discussion at the upper

part of the tree and move downwards bit by bit in order to trace how

the network might be built up and shaped over time.

The network is initiated by the top branch on the upper right. The ear-

liest type to emerge is GonðauxÞ to V. (2;3)9, which opens up a small cluster
of very reduced forms in either literal or auxiliary function. Interestingly,

although the three types in this cluster are all morphosyntactically de-

prived, they persist in Adam’s production well into his fifth year of life

(average age of disappearance ¼ 4;3.21), albeit with low frequency. This

branch, then, seems to be quite robust throughout development. To its

right, the next cluster emerges, consisting of the first going forms, which

itself comprises two rather distant subclusters. The going forms in the

long upper branch are both semantically ambiguous (i.e., are likely to re-
flect actual motion), and while the subjectless one drops out after only

three months, its counterpart with I persists in the corpus till 4;2.17. Im-

portantly, these literal chunks precede in their emergence the second sub-

cluster, We going V. and I going V. in auxiliary function; we will return to

this apparent ‘grammaticalization’ of child speech below. At this point, it

needs to be stressed that both types are very robust in the corpus and I

goingðauxÞ V. is additionally the most highly entrenched pattern of all

(n ¼ 295, Q ¼ 0.144), i.e., this single branch is likely to be sustained as a
highly accessible and hence distinct node of the network.

We now cross the 3;0-borderline and move on to ‘emergent’ types. It is

worth observing that from now on, the established going-patterns become

more complex, either gaining an inflectional form of be or to or appearing

in a non-declarative construction. In fact, the You going V? distinctly

branches o¤ next at 3;0 and constitutes a noticeable deviation from the

previously prevailing first-person subject choice, as well as a new con-

structional environment (i.e., sentence type). Similarly, the new branch
at the lower middle now shows to-insertion with I, you and they subjects.

These three types emerge and disappear at roughly the same time (3;0–

4;1), thus constituting temporary branches in the network. Finally, and

also at around 3;0, the going construction is extended to inanimate sub-

9. All specific temporal information given in the subsequent analyses cannot, of course, be

read o¤ the graph, but was gleaned from (i) examining in the corpus the precise age

range in which a given chunk occurs, as outlined previously, and (ii) from investigating

the specific frequency distribution of each chunk across this age range, i.e., whether, for

example, a chunk has a slow start but becomes considerably more frequent in later files,

or vice versa.
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jects (It’s going V. and It’s going to V.). The two chunks compete in pro-

duction until the latter wins out and prevails from 4;2 onwards. Notice,

however, that these two chunks feature the auxiliary ’s and thus closely

resemble almost all gonna-types in form and distributional properties (es-

pecially range of occurrence). Therefore, they are to be found in the final

major, gonna-dominated cluster at the left side of the network.

This large cluster reflects a decisive qualitative change in Adam’s pro-
duction (go > gonna). Gonna makes its way into the network at around

3;0 in the dense cluster of abstract third-person subjects (it, NP), with

which it is attested all the way up to the final recording. Interestingly, he

and name join this branch only much later (3;9), and it also takes more

than nine months for Adam to extend gonna to I. Thus although I’m

gonna V. is the second-most entrenched pattern overall (n ¼ 197,

Q ¼ 0.114), securing it a distinct major branch in the middle of the net-

work, its distribution across the corpus is peculiar because it only gathers
momentum well after a ‘critical mass’ of other gonna-models is estab-

lished. Ruhland and his colleagues (1995: 116) describe this scenario as a

‘precursor relation’ in the acquisition of formally similar constructions.

Perhaps surprisingly for constructivists, the comparatively late emergence

of I’m gonna V. is not due to the fact that the gonna-precursors are more

frequent in the ambient language. At least in the maternal input recorded

here, gonna does not surface before 3;7 at all. An alternative explanation

could be that the existence of the well-entrenched I going (to) V. pre-
empts the consolidation of a synonymous construction type. In other

words, constructional competition may be at work (cf. Bates and Mac-

Whinney 1989).

The minor branch of gonna-types with fully articulate be-forms (It is

gonna V?, You are gonna V?, NP is gonna V.) testifies once more to the

fact that the auxiliary is more likely to be spelled out completely in

third-person or non-declarative contexts. Finally, the latest types to

emerge involve both the overall shift to gonna and an increased level of
grammatical complexity: these are the subordinate clauses at the very

bottom of the cluster, with an average age of emergence at 4;3.

In sum, a multivariate statistical approach to our data has uncovered

entrenched lower-level grammatical schemas and suggested an objective,

bottom-up account of how an early constructional network may grow

and di¤erentiate. Of course, we are still left in the dark with respect to

the time at which Adam proceeds to a yet more schematic representation

of the two constructions, or even conflates the going-to and gonna pat-
terns into a single, multilayered unit. Before we look at the development

of such layering more closely, let me briefly point out that Sarah’s CFA

types are considerably less substantial due to the more limited size of her
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corpus. The CFA yielded eight significant types, only four of which come

with a respectable overall frequency (I’m gonna V., I goingðambigÞ V., I’m

goingðauxÞ V. and I’m goingðauxÞ to V.). Although we cannot produce any

meaningful cluster of only four types, we do find again that the ambigu-

ous going-to-types precede the grammaticalized ones in the corpus, just as

in Adam’s case. At the same time, however, we witness a much more

rapid development of gonna when compared to Adam. It is this interplay
of constructions that will concern us in the next section.

3. ‘Grammaticalization’ of child speech?

In the growth of the constructional network, we already encountered a

potential ‘grammaticalization’ of child speech in so far as the children’s

earlier uses of the going-to-V construction resemble its diachronic source

in being used literally as a motion-cum-purpose clause, while later uses

of this pattern are significantly less often ambiguous between this literal

and the grammaticalized future reading. Indeed, we find examples such

as the following accumulated in the children’s early production of the

construction:

(4) *CHI: going cut [/] cut a (to)mato juice.

%act: 3aft4 went to trash can and cut into it (Adam 2;7.01)

(5) %act: goes in kitchen to wash towel

*CHI: going wash a hands. (Adam 2;8.01)
(6) *CHI: I want go wash dis kids do it. [ . . . ]

*CHI: I goin(g) wash em. (Sarah 3;0.18)

In these and similar cases, the construction is used with agentive, inten-
tional subjects, notably the (implicit) first person singular pronoun, and

in a conversational context that involves directed motion, as far as this

could be retrieved from the transcripts. In other words, the children them-

selves or other agents in the scene are literally moving somewhere in

order to achieve their purpose in mind. At the same time, however, such

contexts invite a reinterpretation of going to as a marker of immanent-

intentional futurity. This ambiguous constellation is characteristic of the

source construction in diachronic change, and it is only when the pattern
is extended to non-motion contexts and, ultimately, to third-person inan-

imate subjects that we can actually detect a reanalysis of the construction.

This ‘bleaching’ or functional shift also appears to occur in child lan-

guage. Thus the children soon come to use going-to-V in metaphorical,

i.e., grammaticalized contexts:

(7) *CHI: This going be a dog? (Sarah 3;4.09)

(8) *CHI: It’s going to fall. (Sarah 3;5.20)
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It is important, however, to submit the ‘grammaticalization hypothesis’ to

more rigorous statistical analysis.

3.1. Data and analysis

In this section, we will examine the subcorpus of the data that contains all

(and only) going-to-V instances. One reviewer of the pilot study pointed
out that the grammaticalization hypothesis would only be compelling if

it were shown that the construction is more likely to be ambiguous in

child speech than in the input, or more likely in younger children’s speech

than in older children’s speech. In order to pursue this argument, let us

first take a global perspective. It can easily be demonstrated that in

Adam’s production, the ratio of ambiguous and grammaticalized uses

(149/758) is significantly higher than that of his input (39/351), albeit

with a low e¤ect size (w2 ¼ 8.58, df ¼ 1, p < 0.01, j ¼ 0.084). The same
is true for Sarah, but in a somewhat more pronounced way (w2 ¼ 19.28,

df ¼ 1, p < 0.01, j ¼ 0.179). In both cases, the residuals point out more

ambiguous cases than expected for the children, and at the same time

less of these cases than would be statistically expected in the caregivers’

speech. Overall, then, the construction is more likely to be ambiguous in

child speech than in the input, but that by itself is not su‰cient to support

the grammaticalization hypothesis. The significantly higher amount of lit-

eral going-to constructions may simply reflect the children’s mobility dur-
ing the recordings, e.g., their frequent change of locations in order to

bring something to the scene. Therefore, we have to probe into develop-

mental patterns again.

On this more fine-grained level, our hypothesis suggests that the fre-

quency distribution of ambiguous cases is biased towards early stages of

development, while in later periods the grammaticalized uses of the con-

struction take over and dominate the children’s production; for the input,

no particular distribution is expected a priori. This intuition can be tested
by examining the rate of ambiguous and grammaticalized uses over time.

Figure 4 plots the corresponding frequency distributions for Sarah.

We can see that the ambiguous cases outnumber the grammaticalized

ones only during the first months in which the construction is used. The

construction then relatively quickly becomes more versatile, being readily

applied to metaphorical contexts. A very similar picture arises from

Adam’s data. Needless to say, a much denser corpus, such as the daily

recordings of Leo used by Abbot-Smith and Behrens (2006), would pre-
sumably bring out the pattern more clearly, but even in our more coarse-

grained data, there seems to be some empirical support for the gramma-

ticalization hypothesis.
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A further apparent parallel between historical and ontogenetic pro-

cesses can be found in Adam’s long-term development of the going-to-V

and gonna-V constructions. We saw above that in diachronic change, the

form gonna arose via routinization and automation of the frequently used

going-to chunk. In Adam’s speech, too, gonna develops only after the

emergence and consolidation of going-to, and there is a notable shift in

preference of the two constructions, as displayed by Figure 5. More spe-

cifically, from 3;11.01 (file 40) onwards, the scores for gonna are sig-

Figure 4. Frequencies of ambiguous and grammaticalized going-to-V constructions in

Sarah’s production over time

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of going-to and gonna in Adam’s production over time
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nificantly higher than those for going-to, which is indicated by a non-

parametric comparison of the two patterns (two-sample U-test for

independent observations, W ¼ 14.5, p < 0.001). Crucially, this develop-

ment is independent of the input in the recordings since gonna has a very

low token frequency throughout in the caregivers’ speech (cf. Figure 6).

In fact, Adam is frequently corrected when he uses gonna:

(9) *CHI: it’s gonna break.

*MOT: it’s going to break. (Adam 3;0.11)

Moreover, 8 of the 15 gonna tokens in the input occur as direct reactions

to Adam’s use of the construction, only 7 are initiated by the caregivers.

Therefore, Adam’s predilection for gonna at later stages of the recordings

is due either to input that is not recorded (e.g., by other family members)

or to a genuine shift in constructional preference, which may in turn be

caused by routinization of the going-to-V pattern, not unlike in historical

grammaticalization.

Sarah’s data, however, clearly show that children do not reproduce
grammaticalization pathways perfectly, but instead draw heavily on the

available input. In her data, uses of gonna are attested quite early, along

with and sometimes even superseding going-to (Figure 7).

The comparatively early use of gonna is likely to be due to her input,

which is replete with gonna-phrases, especially in the initial period of the

recordings. It seems, however, that Sarah, too, shifts preferences from

going-to to gonna from 4;1.11 (file 91) onwards, so that her development

Figure 6. Frequency distribution of going-to and gonna in Adam’s input over time
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution of going-to and gonna in Sarah’s production over time
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parallels that of Adam. But since going-to catches up again at the latest

stages of the recordings, the di¤erence between the scores for the two con-

structions from 4;1.11 onwards is not significant at the 95-percent level

(two-sample U-test for independent observations, W ¼ 965.5, p ¼ 0.09).

What is more, Sarah’s caregivers also shift around that time from the

prevalent use of going-to to the almost consistent application of gonna.

For these reasons, it can be excluded that Sarah replicates pathways of
historical change.10

3.2. Discussion

So, are the parallels between ontogenetic and diachronic development ‘‘il-

lusory’’, as Slobin (1994) suggests? I would like to submit that what we

called the ‘grammaticalization of child speech’ as a working hypothesis

should be recast as ‘grammaticalization e¤ects’, which are neither due to

the fact that children replicate historical processes, nor to the causal role

that is sometimes attributed to children in language change (cf. Croft

2000: ch. 3.2 for discussion). There are actually profound di¤erences be-

tween the two types of development. As Slobin (2002) points out, the syn-
chronic layering e¤ect of grammaticalization implies that children are

presented with the whole range of available variants of a particular gram-

matical construction at once, whereas in historical grammaticalization,

this range only emerges step by step. More precisely, grammaticalization

processes in adult speech communities are typically due to pragmatic in-

ferences drawn from particular contexts in which a construction is used

(cf. Hopper and Traugott 2003: 81¤.). Contemporary children, by con-

trast, need to access the current formal and functional array of a gram-
matical construction, and I would argue that it is two factors that give

rise to characteristic developmental patterns.

On the one hand, the most highly grammaticalized variant of a con-

struction tends to have the most general applicability and hence typically

occurs most frequently in the ambient language, provided that it is a so-

cially accepted form (i.e., not stigmatized as a marker of a particular

style, register, social group). Gonna, on this account, would be expected

to be acquired relatively early if and only if it is a ‘highly available cue’,
in Bates and MacWhinney’s (1989) parlance, in the maternal input. This

is, in fact, what we observe in Sarah’s input data, hence her compara-

tively early use of the construction (cf. Figure 7 again). The absence of

10. The opposite perspective, i.e., that in historical grammaticalization, adult members of a

speech community ‘‘are ‘recapitulating’ developmental processes from early child-

hood’’, was already forcefully refuted by Slobin (1994: 128).
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gonna in Adam’s input may precisely be due to its sociolinguistically

marked nature: gonna is characterized in the OED as the ‘‘colloquial or

vulgar’’ variant of going to, and the caregivers might have deliberately

avoided the use of gonna because they considered it inappropriate—either

its use in child-directed speech more generally or specifically during the

recordings for a scientific investigation.11 At any rate, the input frequency

of a variant of a grammatical pattern seems to be a major determinant of
the acquisition process.

On the other hand, if one construction is simultaneously available to the

child in two di¤erent functions, as in the case of the polysemous going-to-

V pattern, then it may turn out that one of the two is cognitively more

easily accessible than the other (cf. Slobin 1994: 129). This is, in fact, the

idea behind Johnson’s (1999) notion of ‘constructional grounding’, the

hypothesis that more concrete source constructions, whose ‘‘interpreta-

tions are more easily demonstrated by and inferred from non-verbal
cues’’ (Johnson 1999: 1), are acquired earlier by children than their meta-

phorical counterparts. Johnson provides empirical evidence for this kind

of development for deictic and existential there-clauses and the What’s X

doing Y? construction in English. From this perspective, it makes sense

that Adam’s data testify to a developmental path from literal to meta-

phorical going-to-V usages because the former are grounded in directly

observable motion in space, whereas the latter apply to any kind of im-

manent future context, no matter how abstract it is. In fact, there are
communicative situations in the earliest recordings in which the children

appear to have di‰culties with the interpretation of metaphorical going-

to-V:

(10) *RIC: is that money?

*RIC: what are you going to buy with that?

*CHI: I a simply a going [/] going somewhere. (Adam 2;10.02)

What is particularly interesting is that in one of the initial sessions,
Adam’s mother seems to suggest to the child that combinations with go

are reserved for literal motion:

(11) *CHI: record go work.

%mor: njrecord vjgo njwork.

*MOT: þ" record going to work?

*MOT: yes a it is working a but what is it going? (Adam 2;3.18)

11. I am grateful to one reviewer of this paper for bringing this possibility to my attention.
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Conversely, when, in the earliest files, the children are keen on expressing

intentional future actions, they do not use any form of go, but the simple

present tense. Since this pattern is ungrammatical in contemporary En-

glish, it is usually corrected to going-to-V or gonna-V by the respective

caregivers (cf. (12)). This strategy provides the child with crucial evidence

for the grammaticalized function of the two constructions and may trig-

ger their usage.

(12) *CHI: I do my dance.

*MOT: oh a you gonna do your dancin(g) lesson?

(Sarah 2;10.24)

Finally, it is worth noting that even at later stages, when the toddlers are

presumably aware of the full potential of both constructions, going-to-V

and gonna-V still tend to parcel out their work ecologically: Motion con-

texts typically trigger a full going-to construction, while mere intention or
immanent future are expressed by gonna. In (13) below this happens in

one and the same discourse turn. In fact, of Adam’s 628 gonna tokens,

only 1 clearly involves directed motion. Conversely, we also find exam-

ples in which a metaphorical use of going-to is reacted upon by the child’s

use of gonna (14). This latter phenomenon shows not only that Adam has

come to learn that the two constructions can potentially be used inter-

changeably, but also that he may conceive of gonna as the more appropri-

ate variant in metaphorical contexts.

(13) *CHI: Mommy a he’s going to dump dis one o¤.

*CHI: he’s gonna kill it. (Adam 4;6.24)

(14) *URS: that’s going to be a big job.

*CHI: that’s gonna be a big job eye? (Adam 4;7.01)

In sum, constructional grounding, which ‘‘can be considered a special

case of a more general process of conceptual development’’ (Johnson

1999: 1), provides an explanatory tool for the earlier appearance and
mastery of literal going-to-V usages. The shift in preference from going-

to to gonna, which at least in Adam’s case is significant and deviant

from the recorded input, may be related to the growing recognition that

gonna-V is the most widely applicable marker of immanent futurity and

that going-to-V is best reserved for contexts which do still involve literal

motion. Therefore, the seeming parallels between ontogeny and dia-

chrony reduce to a ‘pseudo-grammaticalization’ of child language.

Of course, this does not deny the more overarching similarities between
acquisition and change in the emergentist paradigm, especially in the cog-

nitive mechanisms that drive the analogical extension of novel patterns

and their consolidation as productive grammatical constructions, and in
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the ways in which usage frequencies a¤ect these diachronic patterns in

both acquisition and change (cf. Diessel forthcoming for a systematic

overview).

4. Conclusion

This paper has provided a quantitative analysis of the development of
going-to-V and gonna-V in child language from a decidedly cognitive-

functional vantage point. On this view, the acquisition of morphosyntax

is not accomplished by linking input data to maximally abstract and fully

productive categories of a prespecified grammatical representation. Chil-

dren are rather considered to be conservative learners, closely attending

to input distributions and their communicative contexts, from which

they can extract form-meaning pairings and progressively generalize

across related units. I have suggested that children gradually develop a
network of specific low-level chunks of a schematic adult construction,

and that rather di¤erent structural realizations of what appears to be one

and the same construction coexist in child language production.

We have also investigated how constructions as richly layered as the

variants of be-going-to-V are structured in children’s language use: it was

suggested that, especially in Adam’s case, physically ‘grounded’ layers of

the polysemous going-to-V pattern develop prior to the more abstract,

metaphorical variants, and that there can be large-scale shifts in preferen-
ces for the more highly grammaticalized construction. These patterns of

use were recast as ‘grammaticalization e¤ects’ that are analogous to his-

torical grammaticalization only to the extent that they involve similar

psychological mechanisms of categorization, analogical perception and

ecological systematization of constructions. What is more, if the most

highly grammaticalized variant of a construction (here: gonna-V ) is fre-

quently available in the ambient language (corresponding to what gram-

maticalization theory would predict), then the replication of historical
pathways in child speech becomes even more imperfect: Frequently mod-

elled form-function pairings are picked up early, and further develop in

parallel to the other variants (or layers) of the construction. This is what

we observed in Sarah’s case. Taken together, the study has also demon-

strated how di¤erences in input frequencies, cognitive accessibility and

competition of constructional variants can lead to di¤erent developmen-

tal patterns across children rather than uniform syntactic acquisition.

One of the most interesting issues for future research into going-to-V

and gonna-V in acquisition would be their external constructional rela-

tionships (rather than the internal ones described in this paper). In the re-

cent developmental literature (e.g., Abbot-Smith and Behrens 2006), due
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attention has been paid to how formally related constructions may sup-

port or interfere with the acquisition of a particular target pattern. Along

the same lines, a closer inspection of our data and the transcripts does, in

fact, suggest that the serial go-V construction (I go get it., cf. Wul¤ 2006),

grammatically simple and well-grounded in physical experience, may

serve as an important precursor or model construction for going-to-V,

but their precise interaction would need to be spelled out in more detail.
Similarly, given that the more grammaticalized variants of going-to-V

participate in a rich inventory of future constructions in English, their

relationship to these other, potentially competing forms such as will needs

further exploration (though see Klecha et al. 2007 for a study in prog-

ress).
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